
A HOME AS UNIQUE  
AS YOU ARE…

With Pathfinder Homes you can decide on every aspect  
of the design, from the exterior finish to the kitchen sink!  
We’ve worked hand in hand with customers & parks alike  
to design homes around their individual requirements!
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For those who know exactly what they want, our Selection 
Studio will be like heaven. Our in-house interior design team 
will help you to make your every dream a reality. For those who 
want a little more guidance, then that’s exactly what you’ll get. 
From carpets to curtains, flooring to door handles, our Selection 
Studio is the perfect place to be inspired, and our team can walk 
you through it, every step of the way. You can start from a blank 

canvas or from a preselected, standard design, we work hard 
to give a tangible design experience. Touch and feel the fabrics, 
walk through the kitchen and enjoy a coffee on the couch. 

We think you should enjoy every moment of creating your new 
home, which is why our Selection Studio, which overlooks the 
famous Haytor in Dartmoor’s National Park.

IT’S NOT BUSINESS,  
IT’S PERSONAL

We’ve added items such as…
- DOG BATHS  
- CINEMA ROOMS  
- CRAFT ROOMS
- A ROOF TERRACE  
- VOICE ACTIVATED LIGHTING 
And much, much more!

DISCLAIMER - Due to our policy of continual improvement occasional changes to specification and layout may occur.  The photographs shown in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to form part of a contractual agreement.  Interior design images act  
as a guide only and interiors may vary from those shown.  Some photographs may include optional upgrades. To avoid confusion or disappointment please discuss your precise requirements with a member of our sales team by calling 01626 833 799 - they are there to help you.

www.pathfinderhomes.co.uk01626 833 799  • sales@pathfinderhomes.co.uk
INNOVATION • INSPIRATION • IMAGINATION

Imagine the possibilities of your very own bespoke home; although we understand, the 
task may seem daunting, so our Selection Studio really helps to make the experience of 
buying a holiday lodge or park home something special.

All you need to do is relax with a nice fresh coffee and tell us what you want – then we will make it happen.

PATHFINDER HOMES Cavalier Road, Heathfield, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 6TU
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